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Value Creation through Strategic Knowledge
Management: The Case of Singapore Airlines

JocnrN WIRTZ,* Lorzos HERAclrous,l
aNo TnovrasMrurcrorrt

The increasing literature on knowledge management (KM) suggests that
KM is a necessity for competitive success. To derive benefits from
knowledge management, integrative tools and processes are needed, as
well as a strategic perspective. Customer feedback systems are described
as one such integrative knowledge management tool with strategic
significance. In this paper, we draw on an empirical study of Singapore
Airlines to discuss how strategic knowledge management based on
integrated customer feedback systems enables continuous innovation and
competitive success.

IxrnooucrloN
One of the objectives of knowledge management (Menkhoff et al. 2005) is

to maximize return on an organization's tangible and intangible knowledge assets
and resources, such as customer-related information, or the tacit knowledge,
competencies, and experiences resident in the minds of employees. Knowledge
management (KM) aims at creating a "smart" organization, which is able to learn
from experience-based knowledge and to transfer it into new knowledge in the
form ofproduct and/or service innovations. One example is the setup and use of
computerized files to record and keep track of customers' preferences and
inquiries, with the aim of improving customer relationships through new service
offerings. Some firms integrate such knowledge management strategies into their
customer relationship management (CRM) systems. To develop both people's
capacity to learn and the collective intelligence of an organization requires KM
competencies, visionary leadership, and a high organizational care culture
(Bonner 2000; Earl and Scott 1999; Guns 1997; Von Krogh, Ichijo, and Nonaka
2001; Von Iftogh 1998; Von Krogh, Nonaka, and Nishiguchi 2000) so that
members are willing to share ideas, information, knowledge, and space
(Tanudjojo and Ashley 2005), and a suitable communication and information
infrastructure (Wirtz et al. 2008).

Whereas companies do make use of various KM tools (see Table l) in
their day-to-day business, the development of a truly visionary KM strategy and
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Table 1: Knowledge Management Tools and Processes

KM Tools and Processes
for Locating and
Capturing Knowledge

KM Tools and Processes
for Transferring and
Sharing Knowledge

KM Tools and Processes
for Creating Knowledge

Balanced scorecard

Business information
systems

Data mining

Knowledge audits

Knowledge mapping

Yellow pages

Benchmarking

Best practice
transfer units

Internet/Intranet

Knowledge gap
analysis

Knowledge sharing
culture

Communities of
interest/practice

Innovation networks

Knowledge champions

Knowledge visioning
activities

Learning organization

Lotus notes/Groupware Study groups

Source: Menkhoff et al. 2005: 2 I I (based on the works ofVon Krogh I 998; Von Krcgh, Ichijo, and Nonaka
2000; and Von Krogh, Nonak4 and Nishiguchi 2000).

creation of a business-driven, IT-based knowledge information system are often
neglected. The number of firms that have a systematic KM policy on the strategic
level with regard to the monitoring and evaluation of available, "nice to have,,,
and "must have" knowledge or the development, acquisition, organization,
sharing, utilization and/or creation of (innovative) knowledge is still relatively
small (Helmstaedter 2003; Hutchings and Michailova2004; Kim and Lee 2005).
Managers in both small and large frms do not always create facilitative structures
for simple KM activities such as capfuring existing knowledge or more complex
ones, such as the continuous creation of new knowledge (Beijerse 2000). Baniers
such as disfust, lack of recognition and communication, "knowledge is power"
mindsets, and retrenchment concems can act as systemic demotivators with regard
to effective knowledge sharing and utilization of "what we know."

Ideally, KM tools and processes should be able to support the alignment of
organizational functions, the capabilities of people, and market offerings to the
company's strategy and to market demands. In the following, we will introduce an
example of a truly integrative KM tool with strategic significance: customer
feedback systems. We then discuss how strategic knowledge management at
Singapore Airlines (SIA) that encompasses and goes beyond customer feedback
systems (CFS) enables continuous innovation and competitive success, and
briefly describe SIA's integration of hard and soft elements of innovation.

CusrourR Fennnacr SysrEMs As
INTEGRATTvE AND Srru.rrcrc KMr

In view of Charies Darwin's proposition that "it is not the strongest
species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the ones most responsive to
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change," the ultimate competitive advantage of firms in increasingly competitive
markets, arguably, is to learn in order to respond and change faster than the
competition (Baker and Sinkula 1999; Drucker 1994). CFS can help here because
its key objective is to learn from customer feedback in an institutionalized,
continuous manner. Most companies understand the importance of complaint
handling, customer satisfaction measurement, and service recovery, and many
firms have systems and procedures to do at least part of these activities. However,
few companies have implemented integrated customer feedback systems (CFS) to
systematically collect, analyze, and disseminate the various types of feedback
coming into the hrm and to guide customer-focused learning, continuous
improvement, and process redesign. A key reason is the difficulties faced in
integrating various systems and procedures. The components of an effective CFS
include (l) service indicators, standards, and performance targets; (2) feedback
collection tools and feedback process management; (3) a reporting system; (4) a
service recovery system; (5) an IT system; (6) a team leaming system; and (7) the
organizational positioning of a CFS. Figure I provides an overview of an
effective customer feedback system.

Figure 1: Components of an Effective Customer Feedback System

E€&.k&lffirq

Because service quality is only one ofseveral important drivers ofoverall
customer satisfaction, the scope of the system needs to reflect this. One way of
modeling this is using a framework that distinguishes between four key factors of
overall satisfaction, namely: (1) product quality or the tangibles delivered to
customers; (2) service quality; (3) image or brand; and (a) price. Managerially, it
makes sense to separate these four factors because they typically are shaped by
different parts of the organization, need different management approaches for
improvement, and have different time horizons of management. Product quality is
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often the responsibility of production and procurement managers, and of
distribution channels. Service quality is typically the responsibility of process
owners and branch managers (in many matrix organizations). Price is set by
product managers or by planning and finance departments. Image or brand is
driven, in general, by the way the entire organization projects itself and, in
particular, by marketing managers who determine brand positioning and by
corporate communications managers who manage the corporate image. Figure 2
schematically shows the determinants of customer satisfaction.

Figure 2: Making Customer Satisfaction Accountable

When designing a CFS, it may make sense, from an implementation
perspective, to limit the scope initially to only the service quality angle, which is
usually the highest priority area on which to systematically obtain feedback and
stimulate improvement. Service quality is the result of millions of customer
interactions or "moments of truth" and, especially in 'oservice" organizations, is
the key area from which to get feedback, because it often has the strongest
leverage on overall quality and is often the most difficult to manage. To get a
handle on service quality, it is useful to adopt a process (and subprocess) focus to
understand how each process contributes to the overall service quality a firm
delivers to its customers. Flowcharting and service blueprinting are useful tools to
identif,, the various processes and their subprocesses. It should be noted that
many models of customer satisfaction used in academia (and also by many market
research agencies) are either attribute based (e.g., price, quality, response time,
etc.) or based on the underlying dimensions of quality (e.g., SERVQUAL).
However, both approaches alone have the problem ofnot being easily linked back
to operational responsibilities and, therefore, have reduced value from a
managerial perspective. Therefore, service quality attributes need to be "mapped"
to the service processes that together constitute overall service quality.
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BnyoNo Cusrovrpn FEEDBACK Sysrnus: Srnq.rncrc KNowr,nocr
MaNlcrwNT AT Srxc.lponn Arnr,rNns2

We will now examine the case study of a reputable Singaporean service
organization that has strategically implemented knowledge management
processes aimed at increasing service quality, service innovation, and revenues:
Singapore Airlines (Goh 2005; Heracleous, Wirtz, and Pangarkar 2006). In 2005,
SIA was recognized as one of fourteen so-called "Asian MAKE (Most Admired
Knowledge Enterprises) winners" in a study conducted by Teleos in association
with The KNOW Network. The other Asian companies include (in alphabetical
order): Eureka Forbes (India), Infosys Technologies (India), Kao (Japan), LG
Electronics (South Korea), Nissan Motor (Japan), POSCO (South Korea),
Samsung Advanced Institute of Technology (South Korea), Samsung SDS (South
Korea), Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (Taiwan), Tata
Consultancy Services (India), Toyota Motor (Japan), Unilever Indonesia
(Indonesia), and Wipro Technologies Qndia).

This research is part of a broader research project that started in 2001,
aiming to explore Singapore Airlines' strategy and competitiveness over the years,
and particularly its competencies ofservice excellence, efficiency, and innovation.
We conducted both primary and secondary data gathering on these issues. In
addition to library and database research on the airline industry and on Singapore
airlines, we have conducted a total of sixteen interviews with twelve executives,
each lasting from forty-five minutes to ninety minutes. In addition to taking
extensive field notes, we have recorded, transcribed, and analyzed most of these
interviews in our aim to gain a deeper appreciation of how Singapore Airlines has
achieved sustainable competitive advantage and outperformed all other airlines in
its peer group for decades.

A key element of SIA's KM strategy is its emphasis on strategic
innovation. The company maintains a product innovation department that follows
a well-defined innovation framework. This framework provides guidance for all
strategic activities and involves new service development processes such as
opportunity identification and selection, concept evaluation, design and
development, and new service launches. Strategically important information that
provides the company with some valuable insights on where it should start comes
from various sources, including (1) benchmarking surveys run by International
Air Transport Association (IATA), which compares SIA's performance with other
airlines; (2) surveys conducted with random samples ofpassengers on about 10olo
of SIA's flights; (3) focus groups; and (a) fistening to its frontline staff. After the
opportunities have been identified, evaluated, and approved by the management
committee, design, development, and launch would then follow.

Idea Generation
Besides identifuing innovation opportunities through the feedback

gathered from customers and frontline staff, the product innovation department
also tries to generate innovation ideas from other sources such as analyses of
lifestyle trends and competitors. A1l staff of the department constantly search for
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new service ideas. They surf the Internet, attend conferences, process feedback
gathered from customers, and are constantly in contact with designers worldwide.

Apart from searching for ideas outside the airline context, SIA also closely
monitors competition. As mentioned by Mr. Yap Kim Wah, Senior Vice President,
Product and Services:

There is a whole realm of things that customers don't know they want!
We try to study the trends. We have our Product Innovation Department
that continuously looks at trends, why people behave in a certain manner,
and why they do certain things.

According to Dr. Yeoh Teng Kwong, former Senior Manager, Product Innovation,
by looking at what competitors are offering and what they are not offering, SIA
has a better knowledge of what might make sense for its own offerings. A
research department has been set up to track competitors' and SIA's products and
services. This presents SIA with very good opportunities to explore the needs that
are not yet satisfied or not fully satisfied by existing service offerings. For
instance, whenever a competitor offers a new service, SIA would send its people
to try it out and explore competitors' capabilities. After exploring a new service,
SIA would evaluate it and see if it would make sense to introduce it as well or to
come up with something that is even better than the competitors' offerings. To
track competition more closely, SIA also subscribes to an IATA market research
tool called "GAP" (Global Airlines Performance Survey). From this survey, SIA
identifies airlines with significant improvements or airlines that are particularly
strong in certain aspects. Those are the airlines SIA will study in more depth and
see what can be learned from them.

Although sustaining service excellence may mean emulating competitors
and doing better than they do, SIA also recognizes that it needs to come up with
novel, differentiating ideas in order to cement its service leadership position,
because ultimately, it is the brand new ideas that "wow" customers. As Mr. Yap
Kim Wah explained:

Idea generation within SIA is, to a large extent, governed by the need to
differentiate, in other words, staying ahead as we are a premium carrier.
Therefore, there will be ideas that we always come up with that are
uniquely different from others.

Although the product innovation department's main task is to churn out more
major and substantial innovations, a'osoft," flexible and unstructured innovation
process also coexists to allow individuals in tlle product innovation department to
pursue less orthodox ideas and let them "simmer" and potentially feed at a later
point into the formal new service development process, or "hand them over" to
operational units for development.

To encourage employees to participate actively in the opportunity
identification process, all of SIA's employees can be selected to join a program
called "Future Works." Future Works is like an annual mini boot camp that
consists of some fifty executives from various departments. As Dr. Yeoh Teng
Kwong elaborated:
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The concept is to bring together
departments and backgrounds, lock
brainstorming.
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a group of people from different
them up for a few days ... and do

Participants will have a chance to let their imagination run wild. At the end of the
workshop, they will be given a chance to present their ideas to the Venture Board,
a select group of SIA's senior vice-presidents. Funds will be provided to develop
ideas if the board endorses them.

One key driver behind SIA's "distributed" innovation competence is the
high importance given to customer feedback. To encourage the customers (both
internal and external) to voice their comments, SIA takes both compliments and
complaints seriously. As Mr. Sim Kay Wee, Senior Vice-President Cabin Crew,
elaborated:

There is a vice president with responsibility for compliments and
complaints and every letter must be acknowledged, investigated, and
followed up, even letters of compliment.

In addition to analyzing customer complaints, compliments, and suggestions, SIA
collects almost twelve thousand questionnaires a month on all its routes and travel
classes to reliably understand strengths and weaknesses system wide, by
geographic region, by station, by route, and by travel class. The analysis can be
drilled down to very small units to pinpoint any weaknesses in its service delivery
system, and also to understand its strengths better and work on cementing them.

Through its integrated customer feedback system, SIA gathers a lot of
feedback from its customers. However, a large proportion of customer feedback is
given to its frontline staff verbally, especially to the cabin crew. As Mr. Yap Kim
Wah explained:

We even take verbal reports very seriously. In order for someone to sit
down and write, he or she has to be either very happy or very angry. But
there are always lots oflittle, less extreme things that people don't bother
to write down. If a customer mentions to a member of crew, for example,
that a meal is a little too salty, the member of crew will pass on the
comment to their manager. The manager will contact our food and
beverage manager who will inform the caterer.... So if you don't listen
to the crew, you've let an opportunity pass, which is crazy!"

Therefore, SIA's feedback system is geared to also gather and process feedback
from its employees, especially from the cabin crew, but also from the ground staff
and back-office employees.

In addition, SIA listens very attentively to its overseas staff because the
company knows the importance of local country and culture-specific knowledge.
SIA's elaborate feedback mechanisms help it not only to listen to customers, but
also to understand them better. As mentioned by Mr. Yap Kim Wah:

SIA understands that the front-line staff are very important because they
are very intimately in contact with the customers. So for every flight that
the airline operates, it listens sincerely to the crew and they know that the
management takes their feedback very seriously. Ifthe company does not
respond to the feedback given by the crew members, they would be
disheartened.
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SIA in general has been successful in getting employees from all levels to
participate and confribute to the idea- and concept-generation processes. This is
also because the company has successfully instilled a culture and the processes
that encourage staff to contribute ideas. According to Dr. Yeoh Teng Kwong:

Innovation is not really trying to get a bunch of geniuses to sit down
together and think of ideas. Instead, SIA makes innovation possible and
easy by using the oxymoron called "systematic innovation."

Codification and Concept Evaluation
All feedback is recorded and transferred to the relevant departments for

immediate feedback and to a central unit that tabulates and analyzes trends and
then reports on an aggregate level back to the departments. As a result, individual
departments have plenty of first-hand opportunities to introduce small but yet
significant improvements continuously. Besides providing useful insights for
individual departments and reinforcing SIA's "distributed" innovation
competence, the comments and feedback also help the product innovation
department to identi$, opportunities to "wow" and surprise its customers.

At SIA, there is also a simple depository of ideas, which enables everyone
in the product innovation department to participate and contribute, aad which is
referred to as "a central electronic log." Dr. Yeoh Teng Kwong explained that
whenever a staff member of his department finds an exiting new idea or
technology on the Internet, newspaper, or elsewhere, he or she is encouraged to
capture the idea in the electronic log. So at any time, the departrnent would have
about twenty to thirty ideas in this 1og, many of which are outlandish and
preliminary. Meetings would be held every few weeks to discuss the ideas in the
log. This way, it provides another channel for employees across all levels to
participate and contribute to SIA's innovation processes.

In terms of evaluating ideas, SIA's innovation is heavily driven by
customer needs. According to Mr. Yap Kim Wah:

SIA is a profit-generating organization. We are not an institute of
technology ... whatever we do must make business sense and that is the
guiding principle. To support the guiding principle that we have to make
a profit and customers must want to retum. Therefore all innovations, in
one way or another, must be something that customers need, although
sometimes, customers may not know what they need!

Careful listening and understanding customers can be challenging. Mr.
Sim Kay Wee elaborated:

Sometimes, passengers can't tell you what they will need, they cannot
anticipate. We have to do this for them. Anticipating needs they didn't
realize they had! For example, we noticed the changing tastes of
passengers. They were becoming more health conscious about their food,
so we made the food lighter and more nutritious. We study data and
observe customers in order to understand our customers really well, so
that we can anticipate their needs.
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Another example mentioned by Mr. Yap Kim Wah, which illustrates the
importance of anticipating customers' needs, is the introduction of "flight alert."
He said:

We developed our mobile phone services largely because we believed
that there would be a demand. Some people were skeptical. We were the
first to introduce the "alert service," which sends out a short text message
(SMS) informing the customer of flight arrivals and delays. There was
some skepticism when we launched our e-mail service in the air. Some
people said that the aircraft is about the only sanctuary where they can
get away from their work and their boss. They didn't want all that
connectivity! However, when we studied the feedback, our customers
really appreciated it. So, we provided that facility. If you don't want it,
you don't have to use it. But I think business people will enjoy the flight
more if they have cleared their e-mails! Often, business people feel very
stressed in the last hours before they leave the offrce, so we can say to
them, Relax, you don't have to be so frantic. You can take your time on
board to deal with those last minute problems. We study the trends and
try to be proactive.

Design and Development of Innovations
To sustain service excellence, SIA constantly benchmarks itselfagainst its

competitors to make sure that it is always a little bit better than they are in
everything. As Dr. Yeoh Teng Kwong pointed out:

One of the things we can do in terms of innovation is not necessarily
always coming up with new ideas. If somebody can do it very well, we
can emulate them and do better if we can.

Mr. Yap Kim Wah mentioned that SIA was not the first to adopt "Boeing
Connection" (Internet on board), because it had already been on trial on Lufthansa,
Scandinavian Airlines (SAS), and Delta. However, SIA saw the potential in it and
was looking for ways it could differentiate the new service in terms of application,
content, and other functions.

After identifuing and selecting innovative ideas and getting the
endorsement from the management committee, a new innovation has to be
carefully developed before it can add real value to SIA and its passengers.
Development consists of the creation of everything from the design to the
marketing of a new service. A lot of time is spent to ensure that any innovation is
extremely user friendly. Various models and combinations are tried and subjected
to detailed testing. According to Mr. Timothy Chua, Project Manager, New
Service Development:

We focus very much on simplicity and ease of use; constantly review
existing steps and deleting steps where necessary to make it as simple as
possible.... Because ultimately, if we have something that's not easy to
use, it doesn't serve the purpose.

SIA also has the practice ofbringing in third-party consultants to help with
the models and projections "as some of the modeling things are a little bit tricky,
even for our own people," said Dr. Yeoh Teng Kwong. For instance, a consulting
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firm assisted in the development of Airbus 380 cabin concepts using various
analytical tools, including conjoint and financial analysis, to help optimize the
cabin design, which included such areas as seat count in the cabin. Third party
consultants are also employed to validate and verifu the ideas, processes, and
numbers developed by SIA's staff to obtain more neutral and potentially less
biased or differently biased views from outside experts.

Because of the cross-functional nature of airline operations, a right mix of
people in a new service development team is necessary. Dr. yeoh Teng Kwong
explained that the ten senior staffin his department tend to be the project drivers,
but each team has approximately an equal number ofpeople from other relevant
departments to ensure a cross-fi..rnctional perspective of a project. After the
product development proposals have been drawn up, SIA's staff will still sit down
and spend a lot of time fine-tuning and identifying potential fail points by asking
the question "What can go wrong and why?" Then they will try to connect all
different fail points to get a coherent picture ofthe underlying problems and work
on addressing them. Testing and piloting come after the design and engineering
stages. Mr. Timothy Chua explained that instead of going into large-scale
implementation and investing lots of capital, SIA prefers to do small trials, often
with a select group of priority customers, to test a new service.

Integrating the Hard and the Soft Aspects of Innovation3
SIA's strategic knowledge management enables an approach to innovation

that goes beyond the linear, sequential, textbook model. As discussed above, SIA
relies on the seamless combination of both hard innovation-structured, rigorous
and centralized, and soft innovation----emergent, unstructured, and distributed.

The "hard" aspect of SIA innovation is enshrined in a centralized product
Development department, composed of a small number of people whose only
business is innovation. Product Development is responsible for major,
discontinuous innovations such as "LeaderShip," the first nonstop service
between Singapore and Los Angeles with upgraded business and executive
economy classes, as well as the configuration and new service offerings
associated with the 4380 super-jumbo planes. SIA is also examining biometrics,
including its breakthrough pilot project allowing passengers to check in using
biometrically coded cards, enabling them to clear immigration and police checks,
and get a seat on the aircraft, in about one minute. The system not only provides
higher security at reduced cost, but also significantly improves the customer
experience, reinforcing SIA's image as a serial innovator and a paragon of service
excellence.

In contrast to similar research and development departments in some other
service organizations, the hard product development process at SIA is
complemented by soft and flexible processes. Some innovations are developed in
great detail, and may even be tested, in individual departments in a distributed
fashion, before seeking the corporate endorsement ofsenior vice presidents. There
is also flexibility to allow individuals in the Product Development department to
pursue less orthodox ideas, or to let those ideas simmer, potentially feeding into
the formal new service-development process at a later stage. Ideas initiated in
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Product Development may also be handed over to operational units for
development. Table 2 below shows t}te hard and soft aspects of SIA's irmovation
processes.

Table 2: Integration ofHard and Soft Innovation Processes at SIA

New Service Development Organizational Activity
New Service
Developmenl
Process

(Centralized) Product
Development Department

Distributed, Functional
Departments

Hard, highly
structured,
new service
development
process.

Well-defined and structured
innovation framework with a number
offixed points, focusing on major,
usually high cost, innovations.

Major new service development
conducted within their areas of
control but subject to the same key
fixed points. Structured assessment
ofcustomer feedback and rewards for
innovation.

Soft, flexible,
unstructured,
emerging
process

Flexible process allowing individuals
to pursue less orthodox ideas before
being fed into the formal new service
development process, or being
handed over to operational units for
development.

Primarily unstructured, emergent
process focusing on continuous
improvements. Budget often
absorbed in operating expenses.

SrNcaponr Arnr,rNrs: A Lnanrn m
Cor-r,lron q.TIvE INNoVATIoN4

Strategic knowledge management at SIA enables continuous innovation
that underlies the company's sustained competitive success. Figure 3 shows two
modes of innovation-relating to either the dimension of new products and
services on the one hand, or the dimension of a novel business
model/organizational architecture on the other-giving rise to four innovation
types. SIA engages in business model improvement and realignment as well as
incremental and radical innovations.

New products and services can either be incremental proliferations of
existing offerings (e.g., new flavors of ice cream or new vadeties of washing
liquid), or can offer significant added value as perceived by the customer (e.g., an
MP3 player that is so successful that its name begins to stand for the product; an
Internet search engine that seems to always find what you are looking for; or an
electronics company that periodically comes up with groundbreaking, market-
driving products that create entirely new markets). If we combine the two
dimensions of products/services (the *what"), and business model (the "how"),
we can derive the typology of strategic innovation outlined above.
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Figure 3: A Typology of Strategic Innovation
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FosrrnrNc Srurrcrc IuNovarroN
How can a company extend its chances ofbeing a strategic innovator, and

what are some practices that foster innovation? There are several structured
frameworks for managing irmovation, such as the "Moving from an Idea to cash,'
process model of Boston consulting Group. such frameworks are useful, but they
apply mostly to what happens after the new ideas arrive, and to intracompany
processes rather than networks of innovation. From a strategic knowledge
management perspective, a more vexing question is: how car organizations have
higher chances of accessing and investing in novel, potentially varuable ideas
before the bandwagon starts?

. One way is to engage in "ideas brokering,,, identilling and using existing
ideas in new ways; for example Henry Ford used the idea of the assembly line in
meat packing as an inspiration for the assembly line in car manufacturing, which
was at the time an inefficient, craft-based production process that produced cars
for the elite. At sIA, the development of the FAST (Fully Automated Seamless
Travel) project, which pioneered the use of biometrics for seliservice at check-in
and immigration (see wirtz and Heracleous 2005, Heracleous and wirtz 2006),
aptly illustrates "ideas brokering." Biometrics technologies that enable FAST
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already existed in otler domains; what SIA did was to identify and effectively
apply these ideas to the aviation industry and to integrate them with capabilities
present in the company and in related domains (e.g., SIA's system for real time
seat allocation and confirmation; the Immigration Automated Clearance System
[IACS] used at the Singapore-Malaysia border; and the Smart Visa for
Identification with Passport, used with IACS).

A related way to foster innovation is drararing from interorganizational
networks and from strategic alliances to access ideas and resources for developing
a complex new offering. One example is Apple's development of the iPod, which
only took eight months from project start to market entry. Apple only designed
the user interface; everything else was supplied by a network of partners. The
lion's share of the value, however, is captured by Apple, since it owns the iPod
brand. SIA's development of FAST also illustrates the use of interorganizational
networks as a source ofideas and capabilities; FAST is at its core a collaborative
effort of SIA, the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore, the Immigration and
Checkpoint Authorities, the Singapore Police force, and the Ministry of Home
Affairs, and draws on relevant technical knowledge of the government computer
labs.

A third way to foster innovation is to develop or discover novel ideas
through a deep understanding of the customer. The iPod, for example, was
introduced after similar products were already available on the market (the first
movers), some of which had more extensive features and excellent technology.
However, it was Apple that could get into the teenage psyche with sleek design,
evocative advertising and promotions, and careful management of product
availability, creating a "cool" aura around the iPod that swiftly rendered it the
market leader. SIA's new offerings, likewise, are based on a careful
understanding of customers' lifestyles, wants, and needs (e.g., Krisflyer, Dolby
sound, and broadband Internet in the air) as well as on extensive preparation and
testing to ensure that their implementation is up to their usual high standards.

A fourth consideration is the need to create an internal culture and
structure that supports innovation, leaming, and change. There has to be a clear
call from leadership about the importance of irurovation, role modeling by the
most senior levels of the organization, reward and evaluation systems that monitor
and reward innovation, dedicated roles for innovation-related activities such as
ideas brokering or network engagement, and dedicated spaces or events for the
exchange of ideas and cross-pollination. These have been pursued by SIA in
different ways. The aim would ultimately be to create a learning organization-an
organization with a flexible and adaptive culture and structure and open mindset
that encourages continuous change and development.

Executives therefore have to ask themselves: To what extent is my
company a strategic innovator? Do we have a novel business model that cannot be
copied easily? Do we continuously offer novel products and services to the
market that really add value? Do we engage in innovative behaviors and practices
such as ideas brokering and the use of interorganizational networks? Do we have
the right culture, structure, and processes in our company to foster innovation? If
the answers to the above questions are not positive, alarm bells should sound.
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Coucr,ustoNs
A key enabler of SIA's business success has been its strategic knowledge

management and innovation capabilities. contrary to many other service
organizations, SIA has managed to leverage the knowledge, experiences, ideas,
needs, and wants of its customers and other stakeholders by integrating related
feedback into core business processes. As the case demonstrates, iustomer
feedback systems represent important knowledge management tools with a
strategic significance. without a sound business case, knowledge management is
doomed to fail. we also outlined the significance of linking knowledge assets
with the organizational innovation system by analyzing key aspects of SIA,s
collaborative innovation system as well as related processes that have enabled the
company to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage for over three and a half
decades. Ideas brokering, strategic alliances, and lifestyle branding can supporl
and enable strategic innovation. But to be effective, a robust culture ofknowledge
creation, innovation, and application is required, which remains one of the most
challenging tasks of aspiring MAKE applicants.

Norns
I rhe figu.es shown in this section were adapted from wirtz and Tomlin (2000).2 The quotes were taken from Heracleour, Wirt , and pangarkar (2006).' This section draws from Heracleous, Wirtz, and Johnston eA\q.a This section draws from Heracleous, Wirtzi., andpangarkar (2006).
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